Abstract-Semi-flocking algorithms have been demonstrated to be efficient in maneuvering MSNs in multi-target tracking tasks. In many real-world applications, targets can be assigned with different priorities according to their importance of being tracked. However, existing semi-flocking algorithms normally assume the importance of all targets to be identical, which may not allocate resources in an efficient manner. In this paper, we propose a target evaluation method that incorporates priorities of the targets in the assessment process. Based on the evaluation results, mobile agents decide to track a target or continue to scan the terrain via a probabilistic task switching mechanism. Simulation results indicate a higher effectiveness of the proposed method in target tracking and area coverage when compared with two existing semi-flocking algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile sensor networks (MSNs) have been widely utilized for multiple targets tracking applications, such as unmanned border patrol, wild-animals monitoring, and search-rescue operations. Mobile agents can collect data of the surrounding environment via their sensors. Based on the collected information, they are capable of self-organizing and self-deploying themselves to deal with different tasks [1] . Furthermore, mobile agents can exchange information via local communications with other nearby agents. These agents can cooperate with their fellows to achieve desirable tracking performances [2] . To improve the efficiency of MSNs in multiple targets tracking applications, effective motion control mechanisms are needed for controlling agents to maximize their area coverage and enhance their target tracking capabilities.
In recent years, researches have been focusing on multiple targets tracking problems using MSNs. Dames et al. [3] considered to control teams of mobile agents to detect and locate multiple targets. In their work, their main innovation is by allowing agents to perform autonomous information fusion tasks. In [4] and [5] , authors combined flocking control with an estimation strategy for multiple targets tracking. In [6] , a clustering algorithm was proposed to organize agents into clusters, then a Munkres algorithm is applied to address the target tracking and data association problems. In order to reduce energy expenditure in target tracking, energy-efficient target tracking algorithms have been investigated in [7] and [8] . Energy-efficiency in collaborative target tracking has been further surveyed and summarized in [9] .
Semi-flocking algorithms [10] - [12] have been demonstrated to be efficient in controlling mobile agents in tracking multiple targets. The concept of semi-flocking is to form a small number of agents around each target while keeping the remaining agents to scan the area of interest (AoI) for newly emerging targets. For agents that are tracking targets, they are controlled by a flocking algorithm [13] . At the meanwhile, agents which are sensing the AoI are navigated by an anti-flocking algorithm [14] . Semi-flocking-controlled agents are capable of simultaneously providing wide area sensing coverage and tracking multiple targets. In many real-world target tracking scenarios, targets can have different priorities due to their attributes and specific requirements. Such a criterion, however, is omitted in existing semi-flocking algorithms.
The focus of this paper is on developing a semi-flocking algorithm to track multiple targets with different priorities in an AoI. A new target evaluation method is proposed for agents to assess each target. Based on the evaluation results, agents can track a target or keep sensing the AoI via a probabilistic task switching mechanism. The proposed semiflocking algorithm provides better practicability for applying MSNs in real-world target tracking applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents some preliminaries of MSNs and semi-flocking control. In Section III, the proposed semi-flocking algorithm is introduced and elaborated. Simulation results are presented and discussed in Section IV. Finally, concluding remarks are provided in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. Motion Control of Mobile Sensor Networks
Consider an MSN consisting of N agents in a rectangular AoI with width w and length l. The motion of agent i is 978-1-7281-0397-6/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE controlled by
where q i and p i are the position and velocity of agent i, respectively, while u i is the control input of agent i. Each agent has a limited communication capability that it can only exchange information with other agents within its communication radius r c [10] , [14] . The set of neighbors of agent i is represented as
where q j is the position of agent j and · is the Euclidean norm [10] .
B. Semi-Flocking Control
Semi-flocking-controlled agents are capable of sensing the AoI and tracking targets simultaneously. Initially, all agents focus on maximizing their cumulative area coverage and operating in their sensing mode. These agents are controlled by three anti-flocking rules, namely decentering, collision avoidance, and selfishness. The control input of agent i in sensing mode consists of three terms, such that
The first term f g i [11] is used to regulate the distance between agents and is given as
where n ij is a vector along the line connecting q i and q j which is given as n ij = (q j − q i )/ 1 + q j − q i 2 with ∈ (0, 1). Here, the action function φ α (x) [15] is denoted as
where
In (5), d α is a positive constant and r α = r c σ , where σ-
The parameters λ 1 , λ 2 , and λ 3 satisfy
with h ∈ (0, 1).
is a velocity consensus term [11] which is given as f
where p j is the velocity of agent j. The spatial adjacency matrix a ij (q i , q j ) [11] is expressed as
Furthermore, the third term f s i is a selfishness term [15] that navigates agents to areas that have not been covered recently and is defined as
where b 1 and b 2 are positive constants. Here, q η i is the next sensing candidate of agent i which is selected based on the following steps. The AoI is divided into a number of square patches. Each agent records the information about "when a patch was last visited" into its information map. An agent can update its information map by actually providing sensing coverage to a patch or with information maps from neighboring agents via single-hop communications. Then, among the patches with the longest time not being visited, an agent chooses the one with the shortest total distance to both its current position and its current sensing goal as the next sensing candidate q η i [14] . When an agent i detects a target k and it decides to track this target, it will switch into tracking mode. For agents in tracking mode, they will be controlled by three flocking rules, namely collision avoidance, velocity matching, and flock centering. Its control input u i is expressed as
where the target tracking term f t i is given as f
where b 3 and b 4 are positive constants. Furthermore, q k and p k are the position and velocity of target k with 1 ≤ k ≤ M , respectively. Here, M is the number of targets in the AoI.
III. PROPOSED SEMI-FLOCKING ALGORITHM
In real-world target tracking tasks, such as hazards detection and animals surveillance, targets have different priorities due to their attributes and requirements. For targets with higher priorities, more agents should be allocated to track them promptly. In contrast, targets with lower priorities should then be handled with relatively fewer agents. To achieve that, a semi-flocking algorithm for tracking multiple targets with different priorities is proposed in this section.
A. Target Evaluation Method
Initially, all agents begin with operating in their sensing mode and searching for new targets in the AoI. When a target is detected by an agent via its sensor or local communications with nearby agents, it will evaluate the target based on five factors: 1) the minimum number of required agents for tracking the target n min (k); 2) the maximum number of required agents for tracking the target n max (k); 3) the time duration since the target was last tracked by at least n min (k) agents
In (10), the first term
µ is used to give higher preferences to targets that have not being tracked by enough agents for a long duration of time. If target k is tracked by at least n min (k) agents at the moment, then T n (k) = 0. Otherwise, T n (k) = T − T e (k), where T is the current system time and T e (k) is the time when target k emerges in the AoI.
The second term ρ h
nmax(k) prioritizes the targets with a few number of their tracking agents. When the number of agents tracking target k is lower than n min (k), the value of the second term is equal to 1, which indicates a strong demand for tracking agents from target k. When n min (k) ≤ n i (k) ≤ n max (k), the need for acquiring additional tracking agents will decline continuously. Finally, when n i (k) > n max (k), there is no need of more agents to tract target k.
The third term ρ h q k −qi rmax , rs rmax is used to prioritize the targets according to their distances from agent i. When the distance between target k and agent i is shorter than the sensing range r s , the value of the third term is equal to 1. The value will decrease gradually with the raise of q k − q i . If q k − q i is larger than r max , agent i will not navigate toward target k.
Note that the outcomes of (10) vary between 0 to 1. The design rationale of such a target evaluation method is to regulate the size of the tracking cluster for each target. Furthermore, it can enable more agents to track targets with high priorities.
B. Decision-Making Mechanism
After agent i obtained the evaluation result of target k, this result will be used to calculate the transition probability for agent i switching between tracking a target or keeping sensing the AoI [15] , such that
, if When 0 ≤ M m=1 e(i, m) ≤ 1, the evaluation result will directly become the transition probability for agent i in the sensing mode to switch into tracking target k. At the meanwhile, there is a probability with P i0 = 1− and P i0 = 0. Based on the transition probabilities, agent i can make a Markov decision to select one of the targets to track or continue to sense the AoI. Furthermore, agents in tracking mode will return to sensing mode when their targets disappear from the AoI.
IV. SIMULATIONS

A. Simulation Setup
The performances of the proposed semi-flocking algorithm were evaluated against the semi-flocking algorithms proposed in [10] and [15] . For all algorithms under test, including the ones in [10] and [15] , their parameters in TABLE I remain constant. There are 2 randomly moving targets within the AoI. The maximum required numbers of agents for tracking the 2 targets are 4 and 8, respectively. Initial positions of agents and targets were selected uniformly at random within the 150 × 150 m 2 AoI, while initial velocities of agents and targets were selected uniformly at random from [−10, 10] 2 ms −1 .
B. Simulation Results
In the first set of simulations, there are 30 agents in the AoI. Fig. 1 illustrates that MSNs controlled by the proposed semiflocking algorithm can complete searching the AoI faster than those in [10] and [15] . Agents controlled by the algorithm in [10] are easily trapped in local regions since they only use the visiting information on their 8 neighboring patches. With the help of information exchanges on the last visiting time of each patch, agents controlled by the algorithm in [15] are capable of visiting the patches which have not been visited for long durations. However, these agents ignore the priorities on the targets, such that each target was treated equally and tracked by the same number of agents. In order to guarantee that all targets can be tracked by sufficient numbers of agents, more than enough agents were tracking the targets with the lower priority, which jeopardizes the area coverage capabilities of the MSNs. In contrast, MSN with the proposed algorithm not only can efficiently visit areas where have not been visited for a long time, it can allocate adequate numbers of agents for tracking multiple targets with different priorities. Thus, it can achieve a full scan of the AoI in a shorter time.
The next set of simulations was carried out to compare the dynamic area coverage performances of MSNs with different semi-flocking algorithms. The number of agents in the AoI was varied from 18 to 36. According to the results in Fig. 2 , it is obvious that the dynamic area coverages of MSNs increase with the number of agents. Since there are only two targets moving in the AoI, the numbers of agents for tracking these targets are fixed. By adding extra agents to the system, more agents will then be operating in their sensing mode. Therefore, an increased number of agents will yield a higher dynamic area coverage. Furthermore, it is observed that MSN with the proposed algorithm can achieve a relatively higher dynamic area coverage when compared to those in [10] and [15] . As explained above, agents controlled by the proposed algorithm are capable of maximizing their area coverage while minimize overlaps with others due to their information records and local communications with other agents.
The third set of simulations was conducted to analyze the target tracking capabilities of the proposed algorithm. The number of agents in the AoI was again varied from 18 to 36. Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate that MSN controlled by the proposed algorithm required shorter time and lower energy to track all the targets in the AoI. Note in this work, only the energy consumption due to motion of agents was taken into account. In the semi-flocking algorithm in [10] , area coverage capabilities of agents have been limited by their searching strategies, in which agents only utilize the visiting information of their 8 neighboring patches. Furthermore, their agents do not exchange information on both areas and targets, which further reduce their target detecting efficiency. In the semiflocking algorithm in [15] , although information maps and information lists were exchanged among agents, all targets were treated equally and more than enough agents were allocated to track targets with low priorities. In contrast, under the control of the proposed algorithm, agents evaluate targets in terms of their priorities and different number of agents were assigned to track each target. In MSNs with the proposed algorithm, agents can navigate toward their targets swiftly with lower energy consumption.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a semi-flocking algorithm is proposed for MSNs to allocate sensing resource to multiple targets with different priorities. Agents in an MSN use a probabilistic task switching mechanism to switch between sensing and tracking modes. Under the control of the proposed algorithm, more agents will be allocated to targets with high priorities, and vice versa. Simulation results verify that the proposed algorithm is more capable in providing the required sensing coverage and target tracking capabilities than two existing semi-flocking algorithms.
